Just imagine … tree-lined streets,
picket fences, classic architecture,
and old-fashioned ambience.

Park Place, located near historic
Old Town Rockwall, is a
Classic Parkside Neighborhood
offering residents traditional
style with enduring value.

It’s a dream come true.

Destined to become one of the area’s premier residential developments, Park Place promises old-fashioned elegance with modern
convenience.

Classic architecture is the hallmark of Park Place. Choose from a
variety of neo-traditional styles including Classic Revival, Texas
Traditional, Craftsman, Southern Cottage, Georgian, and Tudor. In
addition, a wide variety of lot sizes and locations make Park Place
ideal for both large family homes and retirement cottages.
Residents can choose from lot types that include Parkview,
Creekside, or Garden-style.

Park Place has the visual appeal of a bygone era with the personal appeal of modern convenience, outstanding amenities, and
small-town style. A pool and clubhouse, numerous walking paths,
and family-friendly park areas provide a variety of activity options.
In addition to the on-site offerings, Park Place is located directly
across from Rockwall’s largest city park. The Harry Myers Park
complex includes playground areas, walking trails, ball fields, picnic pavilions, a lake with shoreside concert seating, a water play
area, and Rockwall County’s Historical Foundation Museum.

For convenience and consistency, the Park Place Home Owners
Association will maintain the more than eight acres of park and
open space as well as the lawn areas outside of the fences. And,
with safety in mind, the neighborhood streets are specifically
designed to encourage drivers to take things slowly as they navigate the tree-lined thoroughfares.

Park Places offers more than just a change of scenery; it offers a
change in lifestyle. With a variety of housing styles and sizes,
large families, newlyweds, and empty nesters will find a house that
they can make into a home. Some designs in Phase III will offer a
home office option, a perfect plan for a start-up business or for
those able to avoid a commute. Plus, a wide range of style and
price assure that several generations of the same family can find
optimum space and affordability--all in the same Park Place neighborhood.

Located just minutes from the center of the Metroplex near historic
downtown Rockwall, Park Place offers small-town ambience just
moments away from big-city convenience. Commuters will appreciate that Park Place is approximately 35 minutes from downtown
Dallas via Interstate 30 and less than that to North Dallas via State
Highways 190 and 66.

Park Place residents will find a large number of retail stores and
restaurants just moments away from their front doors. For those
wanting something different, the soon-to-be completed Harbor
Complex and the historic downtown area both offer unique shopping experiences.

Park Place promises the appeal of the past with value for the future.
Offering historic character with state-of-the-art construction materials, a
Park Place residence is more than a home – it’s a lasting investment.

While the exterior of a Park Place residence is reminiscent of days gone
by, modern building materials guarantee the ease of maintenance needed for today’s modern lifestyle. And, since personal style and comfort
are the hallmarks of great value, Park Place can suggest builders that
will suit your style or you can have the option of using your own with
plans approved by an Architectural Review Committee.

The home styles to be built in Park Place are timeless and compatible, yet distinguishable from one another. They will promote a unique look and feel for the
development. Architecturally correct examples of these styles are presented
here as starting points for your own one-of-a-kind custom design.

CLASSIC REVIVAL
Many of our early settlers and founding fathers favored this Greek-influenced architectural style. In the Park Place renditions, columns, dental
moldings, shutters, and multi-paned windows evoke a strong and stately
feel. Built mostly in brick and siding, this classic architectural offering is a
perfect choice for those wanting both style and sophistication.

TEXAS TRADITIONAL
With architectural elements that evoke thoughts of rural living, these
farmhouse-style homes promise residents both function and comfort.
The architecture is straightforward and simple, offering porches that invite
respite and relaxation and a choice of either one or two stories.

TUDOR
A building style that can trace its roots all the way back to medieval times,
Tudor designs became immensely popular in America in the 1920s.
Today’s versions are still inspired by English designs, frequently with halftimbered porches and curved roofs, providing a traditional and picturesque setting for any modern family.

SOUTHERN COTTAGE
With columned front porches and gabled roofs, these
one-and-a-half story cottages pay homage to a slower pace of life. This genteel yet comfortable architectural style brings to mind a time when sipping a mint
julep was the most pressing business of the day.

CRAFTSMAN
Low-pitched roofs, wide eaves, and large porches are the signature elements of this architectural style that reached its peak of popularity in the
early 20th century. With a cozy, yet architecturally sophisticated feel, the
hallmark of a Craftsman home is found in the careful attention to the
detailing of the doors, windows, and trim.

GEORGIAN
Born of English influence, Georgian architecture was
favored by America’s early colonists with the style
reaching its peak of popularity along the East Coast in
the 1700s. Park Place’s modern renditions are built in
painted brick and stucco and include classical moldings
and shutters that evoke a classically colonial feel.
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